


environment; mitigate climate change ( including by making effective use of land in urban
areas ) and adapt to its effects ;   This update to to the NPPF makes it quite clear that
the government considers the  climate change crisis to be extremely important and
that the planning system has a role to play . This Local Plan Completely Fails to 
1) Identify and list all the possible brownfield possibilities for building ( It is more
expedient and cheaper to build on Green Belt) .
2) Does not utilise the correct level of density of housing on this brownfield land
opportunity  This , integrated with the fact that the Borough is constrained by Green
Belt and land with flooding issues means that the plan has not been carefully
considered and is therefore very unsound .

Chapter 3 - Plan Making 

The main edits to this chapter focus on the design quality of places , rather than just the
individual development.  Additionally, a new insertion to paragraph 22 sets out ''Where
larger scale developments  such as new settlements or significant extensions to existing
villages and towns form part of the strategy for the area , policies should be set within a
vision that looks further ahead (at least 30 years ) , to take into account the likely timescale
for delivery ''.  
This update impacts the Local Plan because the target number of homes planned for
the Green Belt Sites are large .The plan does not take sufficient account of the
negative impact on the ''place '' and certainly does not take a 30 year outlook .
Existing plan looks to build on over 50% of the existing Green Belt - with another
similar plan after 15 years or less will make this lovely part of Essex another urban
sprawl . No consideration for existing or future residents to keep and live in semi
rural surroundings .

Chapter 5 : Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes 

Paragraph 70 (previously 69)  now states that neighbourhood planning groups should give
particular consideration to the opportunities for allocating small and medium size sites . 

The Local Plan does NOT evidence a satisfactory search or research for small and
medium sized sites on brownfield land . There is not enough evidence that the
Planning Department has made an effort to pursue this approach .

Paragraph 73 , as well as ensuring that appropriate tools such as master plans and design
guides or codes are used to secure a variety of well designed and beautiful homes to meet
the needs of different groups in the community.

The development of the Green Belt sites , will NOT meet the needs of different groups
in THIS community , as it will benefit and attract those from outside the borough . A
request to CPBC to ascertain how the figure of 5000-6000 properties was reached was
responded to  without a satisfactory answer .  It also does not correlate to the small
increase in the Borough population over the last 5 years or so .

Chapter 11 : Making Effective Use Of Land 

An insertion has been made to paragraph 125 (previously 123 )  which relates to achieving
appropriate densities at a development. The new text states that ''area-based character
assessments , design guides and codes and master plans  can be used to help ensure that
land is used efficiently while also creating beautiful and sustainable places'' 



The existing Green Belt sites are very beautiful and a wonderful natural environment
and the replacement of this with brick built structures will NOT create a '' beautiful
and sustainable place'' . In fact quite the opposite .

Chapter 12 : Achieving Well Designed Places .

Paragraph 131, which sets out the important contribution trees make to the character and
quality of urban environments, requires that planning policies and decisions should ensure
that new streets are tree lined and that opportunities are taken to incorporate trees
elsewhere in developments . It also sets out a requirement that appropriate measures are in
place to secure the long term maintenance of newly planted trees and existing trees are
retained wherever possible .

Any development of the Green Belt sites will necessitate the destruction of many
hundreds of existing trees which is totally against the revised NPPF and therefore
renders the inclusion of these sites in the Local Plan unsound .

Chapter 14 : Meeting the Challenge of Climate Change , Flooding and Coastal
Change 

Edits in this chapter focus on making sure plans take into account all sources of flood risk.
It is also encouraged to use opportunities provided by improvements in green
infrastructure, and to make as much use as possible of natural flood management
techniques . Development should be appropriately flood resistant and resilient ‘’ such that ,
in the event of a flood , it could be quickly brought back into use without significant
refurbishment ( (paragraph 166b) ‘’ .

Many of the Green Belt development sites have potential to have issues with flooding ,
not just Canvey Island and will not be made flood resistant and resilient.

Paragraph 162 changes states that the Sequential Test , and therefore where prescribed the
Exception Test also, should be applied in regard to all forms of flood risk .

The evidence in the Local Plan is flawed and there have been numerous localised
flooding incidents in recent years where drainage assets mapped in Critical Drainage
Areas in Benfleet and Thundersley were deemed to be not just inadequate, but either
non-existent or were not connected to the rest of the drainage network as indicated .
These instances are not recorded ( for whatever reason ) on the evidence submitted to
support current assessments of surface water flood risk in the Local Plan . 

 These points which are highlighted by the New NPPF, in my opinion, render the Castle
Point Draft Local Plan even more unsound than it was previously . 

Appendix A reference EXM - 038 Note on Strategic Policy H03 Housing Mix
Bungalows 

I am interested in this note , bearing In  mind land is at a Premium , if the Plan is agreed ,
how many bungalows will actually be built , Circa 25% according to the note , but the
developers will be reluctant to utilise a great deal of land for such properties- less profit .
In the last 3 years or so , 4  bungalows have been raised to the ground within a half mile
radius of my house and replaced by 6 large 2 storey properties ( 4 Bedrooms + ) which
have been squeezed into the respective plots of land . If this is multiplied across the
Borough it is evident to me that the landscape will dramatically change , so that Borough
 revenues increase . 






